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Simulation as a method of studying in social sciences: A
Case of studying legislation
Dejan Spasic
（School at Gimnazija Smederovo, Sebia）
Abstract: New methods of studying are mainly focused on a more simple, better and faster way of gaining knowledge and skills of
pupils. A simple test in a class shows that it's easy to conclude that a practical way of making these methodological strategies work is
suitable for most of the pupils. The simulations of natural social processes are one of those methods which are basically not used in the
process of teaching very often, especially in social subjects. This is not very used method but has a huge potential and my goal in this article
is to give an example of its possible usage and to outline the most important parts of simulation as a method of learning in schools.
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a)

simulator of flying can prepare for risky simulations which may

Imitation of a situation or process: „simulation of blood flowing

appear in real flights. There are some processes which never happen

through arteries and veins“

in natural surroundings or have happened only once. The birth of one

Oxford dictionary gives a lexical definition of simulation as

then as b) The action of pretending;
and

solar system isn't something that can be seen with standard telescope

lastly as c) The production of a computer model of something,

so its simulation could show that process to the wide auditorium.

especially for the purpose of study: „the method was tested by

The Big Bang and the stadium of early universe can well be shown

computer simulation“ or „simulation models will allow researchers

through the computer simulation. The behavior of certain systems in

to test different strategies"

different situations can give some useful information. For example,

deception: „clever simulation that’s good enough to trick you“

This definition of the term simulation mostly covers the usage

exertion and wearing out some part of a machine when working in

which will be appropriate to show the goals of this article, but to

different conditions, brake system in a train, in a plane etc. There is a

make it more specific we should add that simulation is „something

well known anecdote that the ingenious engineer Nikola Tesla, the

that is made to look, feel, or behave like something else especially so

inventor of alternating current, “thoughtful experiment simulated the

that it can be studied or used to train people“

operation of his generator for weeks and then made some changes of

In Handbook of Simulation: Principles, Methodology, Advances,

his construction according to the knowledge he gained that way”

Applications, and Practice editing by Jerry Banks (Georgia Institute

Apart from engineering, building, astronomy, safety, probability and

of Technology) says that „simulation imitation of the operation of a

statistics, simulation can be used in social systems to enable better

real-world process or system over time. Simulation involves

knowledge on human behavior in certain situations. Those situations

generation of

are useful in economy, political science, sociology, social psychology,

the artificial history of the system and the

observation of the artificial history to draw inferences concerning the

etc.

operating characteristics of the real system that is represented.

But this broad usage is not the subjects of this article. For its

Simulation is an indispensable problem-solving methodology for the

humble needs, I will focus on the usage in education. Of course, this

solution of the many real-world problems. Simulation is used to

field is also broad and we should make the problem more concrete.

describe and analyze the behavior of a system, ask what-if questions

That why I choose case study. An example is the project which was

about the real system, and aid in the design of real system. Both

jointly made by the Munich Institute for Applied politics (CAP) ,

existing

The Ministry of education of the Serbian Republic

and

conceptual

systems

can

be

modeled

with

and the

simulation.“ The imitation of realistic processes in the world has a

Serbian Parliament. The beginning was the numerous courses for

goal to make them available to the observer who will gather the

teachers to use the process of simulation with their students. The

relevant facts about him and make conclusions but his observation

object of simulation should have been the legal process in the

shouldn’t depend on the spontaneity of those processes. For

Parliament. This theme was met by two unwanted reactions of pupils.

example , the path of some heavenly body which the observer sees

One was a complete ambivalence and the other was a slight

from the Earth can be simulated when the observer is interested to

resistance to this subject.. Besides this, a teacher had few strategic

observe that phenomenon. And its much safer to study the simulated

possibilities so he most frequently used verbal teaching. In this way

path especially if that path can endanger the planet that pilots. In the

two very important themes such as parliamentarianism and the rule
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of law-very important for political culture , have unsuccessfully been

so that the participants would take part in the debate more. The

presented to young people in Serbia.

scenario of the simulation was written in a way that most part of the

For these reasons, the following are the goals of this project:

materials, blank forms, etc., could be used independently of the

* a higher level of knowledge and understanding of legal

theme.

processes and procedures in Serbia;
* a better understanding of positions, role and importance of
Parliament in everyday life of citizens;
* improvement of political thinking and action among high
school population as future voters”.
These goals should young people what they should expect and
ask from their representatives in real life. On the other hand, they
should show to the present and future members of Parliament and
participants in political life that voters have thorough knowledge of
the process which is unknown to them.
Some secondary goals have also developed from these basic
goals. One of the most important is developing the skills like
strategic thinking, debating and defining a clear attitude, as well as
enabling a “safe

environment for their practicing”. These skills

The preparation phase of the simulation
For the simulation the participants do not need to have any
previous knowledge .It is a means of acquiring knowledge and skills.
In this preparatory phase the participants can get to know with:
- the simulation and the role of the Parliament, how it functions
and why we use simulation as a means of learning;
- what Parliament is and how to pass a law.
This introduction should last about 15 min and can be just
before simulation.
The teacher can use some of the forms of presentation as an
introduction which can cover the following:
-the role of constitution of the Parliament and the importance of
legislation for everyday life;

should prove themselves to be very useful and important in political

-the structure of the Parliament and why there are different

intercommunication on all levels and they should be applied in

forums for example plenary sessions and boards and the way

everyday life. All these goals couldn’t be achieved by verbal

political parties organize their forces in the Parliament.

teaching but not with some other method of didactics either. The
teachers almost gave up the subject, choosing only those which were
“interesting” to pupils. But what proved to be useless with other
methods, proved useful with simulation.

-the importance of different roles in the Parliament for example
the chairman role.
It is necessary to understand two basic things before simulation.
“The presentation should be brief and informative and the teacher

Simulation was to be shown to the students and pupils in Serbia

should not give too many details because the simulation will clarify

older than 14 years old. It was written in the way that the themes

them” In this phase the teacher becomes the instructor. In the

discussed during session assembly of the simulated Parliament were

preparatory phase he has to prepare all the documents needed for

adopted to various ages and intellectual and political abilities of

simulation 8 the profiles of roles, the content of the themes as the

participants. Frequent themes for younger participants were from the

scenario and similar things, the blank forms for the work of the

field of ecology, politics for the young, public health, etc. Older

board and ministry clubs ,the protocol read by the chairman that is

participants had the possibility to discuss much more demanding

the president of the Parliament, the scheme of the legislation process,

questions ordered by legislation. The number of participants of

inscriptions for the rooms, etc. All this material needs to be put

simulation varies depending on the number of parliamentary board

according to the order of usage at the simulation on some desk in the

needed to enrich certain law.

room the simulation takes place.

The scenario of simulation
This is one possible scenario with the following themes:

As far as the place is concerned, any room which is large
enough for the simulation with the number of participants which is
enough to present the political atmosphere of one Parliament(30-50

-the legislation on regulation the field of ecology;

participants). Besides the plenary room, there should be some other

-the protection of young people from aromatized alcoholic

smaller rooms for work of ministry clubs and parliamentary

drinks (energetic drinks with a percentage of alcohol in them).
The participants should pay attention to the fact that certain

boards.

the most efficient simulation would be in authentic parliamentary
place(state or city hall).

themes are neutral from everyday, political context and they are

Its very important to explain before simulation that participants

advised to the develop the debate in the direction which leads to a

cannot do anything “wrong” during the simulation but that it will be

better legal solution. The important fact is also that “every

entertaining and they will learn something new. Although

participant of simulation, no matter of political position should give

teacher/instructor will encourage more pupils to take part in

his contribution to the process of negotiating when making political

simulation (even though the assignments will make them be more or

decisions and a better legal solution for that theme”. When choosing

less active participants) they should be told that it will be enough

the subject, the attractiveness of it should be taken into consideration,

that only a part of them participates. Pupils often say they know
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nothing about the work of the Parliament and passing the law. In that

An instructor assigns the role profiles. He should first look for

case they should be told that “ the simulation is very similar to a

interested participants who would have the role of journalists. In

game and in a game the most important thing is to accept to play it.”

addition to assigning such roles, he must also highlight the

The pupils can also see simulation as a theatre play especially when

importance of independent media in the work of parliament.

they get the profiles of the roles. Than they ask the teacher to

Journalists in a way present the very citizens.

practice simulation before they play it efficiently. The teacher should

Then the roles of representatives are assumed. There are two

explain to them that by practicing cannot study as well as in

ways to do this: participants themselves choose the party which they

simulation. Even a “bed” simulation is a good one because from

want to represent or it can be done randomly. Participants, perhaps it

every situation they can acquire some valuable knowledge. The

should be noted, do not matter what role they play, and it is even

instructor also explains that it will be only for one day and they will

more useful to represent the party with whose opinion they disagree.

act according the “scenario“-imagining situation and in this case we

It is important not to enforce pupils to take the roles they don't want

have some proposed draft of the law and ministers in the Parliament

(such students can be offered the roles of journalists).

to debate and to decide on the propositions. The participants should

Each participant receives, at the same time with the role profile,

be informed that the work of the Parliament is regulated by the

a set of paper that contains scripts, posture /position of the parties

by-law but the result is completely open. It means that there is

and the bill. In addition, they also get forms and "protocol" which is

neither ideal solution referring to the bill nor does the Parliament

read by the president of parliament and which appear in certain

need to make a decision by all means at the end. Not adopting some

stages of the simulation. It is important to give the forms just before

bill means status quo which is also an important outcome which can

the beginning of certain stages so that the participants would not be

be discussed. So, from the moment giving the roles to the final

confused by the amount of material.

voting, the result depends on the participants! It should be clear that

The room (if the stimulation is not running in an authentic

no one can insult anybody personally no matter how the debate is

atmosphere of parliament) must be prepared in advance. Labels with

fierce. The discussion has to be in the boundaries of decency and

the activities performed must be put on the doors.

mutual respect. The instructor than keeps explaining the roles/parts

This means that in addition to the plenary hall, smaller rooms

of the participants and in which parliamentary groups they will work.

should be prepared in which parliamentarian clubs, committees, and

The work of the Parliament is not bounded only on plenary sessions

journalists work.

broadcast on TV but it consists of many aspects:

Cards on which the participants write their names are also

“The ministers work together:

prepared. After that, the instructor (s) announces the beginning of the

1. in ministry clubs where they talk about the attitudes of their

simulation and leaves the participants to read the material and

party on political questions;

identifies with their roles.

2. in parliamentary boards where they meet with ministers of
other parties which consider certain topics. Here the minister must
try to understand other people’s attitudes and to present the attitudes
of his ministry clubs. The aim of the work of the boards is to try to

SIMULATION
The first parliamentary meeting
• determine the positions (presidents) and who is in which
board

find mutual interest and to try to convince others about certain

• a brief meeting — 30 min.

interest and to allow to be convinced. The aim is cooperation.

• material requirements/forms:

3. They work together on plenary meetings where all ministers

ü meeting agenda

meet to discussed directly the bills and amendment and where they
have the last chance to change their

minds about their votes.”

ü list of positions (speaker, vice presidents, and
presidents of the boards)

Work in parliament is presented to participants by a simplified

ü list of party members

diagram of the legislative way that should be in a visible place in a

ü list of board members

plenary hall. On the diagram are, step by step, described the stages

Participants who are now the newly elected lawmakers — meet

through which law passes in the process of its formation, the list of

for the first time members of their parties. They choose the head of

functions that the participants have and the documents that appear in

the parliamentary group. They determine who will get the functions

a simulated process. Participants can also be provided with

according to the list of positions that was given by a scenario

information about what role profiles they will get before the start of

simulation. Participants are given instructions on how to behave in a

the simulation. What is scenario simulation? Which forms are

certain position. Those positions may be on a board or in a plenary

applied? But also where are the rooms are in which the simulation is

session.

in progress?
The final phase of preparation or the first phase simulation

Constituent session of parliament
• introducing Bill
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• short but ceremonially — 20 minutes

scenario. The task of the president to organize the work of the

• material requirements/forms:

committee and to take care that each party gets equal time for

ü speech by the temporary parliamentary speaker
(it can be the oldest member of parliament per profile)

presentation of their views. After expressing the opinions and giving
amendments of the parties, the board

ü speech by a selected speaker of parliament

is stimulated to have a unique opinion. The instructor helps the

Members of parliament are introduced in the plenary session.

president, and reminds him that the work of the committee has to be

One of the instructors gives instructions as a head of protocol.

efficient and to take account of the time limit. In this way

Parliament speaker is elected. This part of the simulation is of a

participants learn to work under pressure and to be efficient. In the

protocol character to a greater extent and for the purposes of

end, the committee's conclusions are handed to the president of

simulation, it should be shortened to an acceptable length. It is

parliament.

important for pupils to realize the importance of formal procedures

The third meeting of the parliamentary clubs

but they must remain secondary compared to the motivating of

• the party lines about the opinions and amendments

pupils to take part in a creative discussion.

• Preparation of

The parliament speaker introduces the bill. This bill, which we

• material requirements/forms:

mentioned earlier refers to two areas which pupils can be interested

ü meeting agenda

in – ecology and spirits circulation, must be adapted to participants
in this sense to be reduced to three or four points. A large number of

speeches

ü photocopies of committee opinion and proposed amendments
for all

points of law would confuse users of stimulation and make the

parliamentary clubs

discussion difficult. Emphasis should be placed on the essence of the

ü paper for revised views of parties after meeting of the board

law and not on its literal representation. In addition, the proposal

(to support legislation in general and which amendments should

should be put together and in that way to give participants a chance

be

to make them be their own amendments and discussion.

supported, and which not)

President of parliament after that reminds "deputies" to

Press Conference

seriously take into consideration the proposal of the law and to

It is necessary to plan one to two conferences to include

contribute to a creative solution that will take into account the

students who have expressed such a desire, or who didn't want to

benefit of the citizens and the state. After that, he gives pause and

play the role of representatives. These conferences can be planned in

participants are referred to a meeting within the parliamentary clubs.

the phase when the parties have already formed their opinion

The second meeting of parliamentary clubs

(simulates gaining public opinion for the position of some parties).

• working meeting — the party line, amendments

Another moment for the conference can be just before the voting at

• material requirements/forms:

the plenary session. Then journalists prepare tough questions that

ü agenda of the meeting

they want to present to the public, such as whether someone's party

ü forms for amendments

position prevents the adoption of better solutions for citizens ...

At this meeting, participants are suggested that they should

Parliamentary clubs determine who of the members of parliament

determine their party line in relation to the proposed laws, but decide

should answer journalists’ questions. This activity should last not

to which limits, solutions of other policy options can be accepted. It

more than 10 minutes.

should be pointed out that on some important issues for the general

Plenary session

good of the citizen it is important to be guided by the non-party way

This is one of the most important stages in the legislative

of thinking. At this stage, the participants practice to formulate their

process of simulation. It can be organized in two parts with a break

point of view, but also to be open to discussion by which is possible

of 10 minutes. The result is the enacting the law or its not adoption.

to change partly or in greater part their attitude if the arguments are

The law, too, can be adopted with modifications -amendments.

on the side of the other speaker,

Participants here take part in a debate with a time limit of two

Session of the board
• Forming opinion about the proposal and amendments
• Material requirements
ü agenda meeting with the instructions of the president about
the formal conduct of board work (book of rules simplified)

minutes per presentation.
Debriefing and evaluation
The purpose of debriefing is to bring participants out of their
role and to define and revise learned lessons. The personal and
shared knowledge as well as experience are summarized. “A political

ü form for the opinion of the committee

implication is important – observation of changes of behavior of

Constitution of the committee — according to the list of items

participants of the simulation and current politicians after the

received earlier with the material and which is defined by the

findings from the simulation.”
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Phases after the simulation: feedback and evaluation

procedures in different countries is possible because the essence is

This phase should be implemented immediately after the

the same in all countries with democratic parliamentary system.

"official" end of the simulation. It has three objectives:

Apart from the legislative process, it is possible to simulate

a) reflection

other political processes (elections, work of institutions, and so on),

b) realization

case law, international economic relations (stock exchange, banking,

c) applying

markets, auctions etc.)

The ultimate goal is to make the participants of stimulation

---------------------------------------------------------------------

accept and extend the newly acquired knowledge and experience.
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